
Mission: We provide opportunities for people with special needs to move towards greater    

independence and freedom through their connection with horses. 

In Memoriam: SARI Founder Jeanne Greenberg 

Fall 2018 

“On August 1st, 2018, Jeanne Greenberg closed the circle of 

her long and remarkable life.  I had the privilege of knowing her 

for a mere 9 of her 95 years; I came into her life at a time when 

Jeanne was able to focus less on building support for the    

organization she founded, and more on humbly appreciating all 

that it had become. 

“Having fought the good fight for the rights and recognition of 

her own daughter Sari to fully experience life as typically-

developing children did, her tenacity has paid off in spades for 

the thousands of participants with disabilities who have passed 

through SARI’s doors since 1978.  Beyond the riders are   

thousands more volunteers, donors and families who don’t 

want to just show up in life but to fully participate and          

contribute to its goodness.   

“In the autumn of her life, Jeanne was asked about the impact 
she has made on so many lives, she responded that she didn’t 
think she had.  Humble and appreciative to the end, hers was 
truly a life well lived and the world is a better place because of 
Jeanne.” 

- Diane Blackall, SARI Executive Director 

FOUNDER—Top to bottom left: Jeanne     

Greenberg captivated audiences at many SARI 

events with her infectious smile and inspirational 

story; at the grand opening of SARI’s new facility 

in 2008, Jeanne toured  the barn with the      

Honourable  David C. Onley, former Lieutenant 

Governor of Ontario; 2018 marks 40 years since 

Jeanne’s vision was realized– this photo will  

remain prominently displayed in the SARI entry-

way greeting all visitors for years to come and 

reminding us of the roots Jeanne planted. 

“If you are going to live, leave a legacy. 

Leave a mark on the world that cannot be erased.” 

Maya Angelou 



Laughter Still Fills the Arena After Twelve Years of Riding 

“My daughter Madi has an infectious laugh and a very determined spirit.  Madi was born with a rare chromosome    

disorder and diagnoses of Autism, Epilepsy and Cerebral Palsy.  Now 18, Madi’s care is considered to be complex 

and she requires supervision 24/7 to ensure her safety.  When Madi was younger, my husband Steve and I couldn’t 

help but worry about her… Could she experience independence? Would she be able to connect with people?  
 

“We walked into SARI for the first time when Madi was 6 years old.  

We were introduced to Madi’s instructor and the three volunteers 

who were needed to keep Madi safe while on her horse.  From 

there, they loaded Madi and she was off riding.  Steve and I looked 

at each other and were in shock that we had nothing to do; for the 

first time we didn’t have to help, provide support or deal with      

behavioral issues.  We just got to be parents and thoroughly       

enjoyed watching our daughter horseback ride on her own. This  

truly was Madi’s first real crack at independence.    
 

“In the early years, Madi wore braces on her legs and was able to 

walk short distances independently but always looked like she 

might fall or trip at any moment.  This all changed when Madi 

found horseback riding; by having to sit upright while mounted, she 

was keeping her core engaged and strengthening it.  After 6 

months at SARI, Madi no longer needed leg braces and was   

walking on her own.  Horseback riding was definitely therapy in 

disguise.  
 

“In addition to the bonds made with her instructor and riding part-

ners over the years, Madi formed an instant bond with one of her horses, Molly.  We took a picture of Madi riding Molly 

and put it on the wall in her room.  Every single night and every morning to this day, Madi brings me over to that     

picture and points to it to show us.  Now that is true connection.”                                                 - Leela Sharma, Parent 

Celebrating Our Summer Volunteers 

During the summer, Camp SARI enriched the lives of 108 

camp participants.  With only three staff Camp SARI is very 

dependent upon volunteers to help out with a wide array of 

camp activities.  Each week camp was supported by several 

Camp Buddies and Leaders-in-Training (LIT’s).  Up to nine 

volunteers each week committed to being on the farm full 

time; a couple of volunteers even gave up their entire     

summer to help at camp.  In total 26 individuals volunteered 

over 2300 volunteer hours!  The energy and enthusiasm 

these volunteers brought to camp was incredible and       

appreciated!   

In addition to our buddies and LIT’s, up to eight volunteers 

were needed each morning to provide support to campers in 

their riding lessons.  Thank you to the many volunteers who 

endured through the heat and humidity to be leaders and 

side walkers in these lessons! 

LAUGHTER — Rider Madi (pictured here with her      
volunteers and horse “Topaz”) has spent her Tuesday 
evenings riding at SARI since 2006 and still loves every 
minute of her time in the saddle! 



Fall 2017—Sylvite Agri-Services Ltd. 

donate pasture mix for planting. 
 

The Jack & Barbara Hay Foundation 

donate $5,000 to purchase a utility 

vehicle for easy access to the back 

acreage. 

New Property Development Underway—The Timeline So Far 

Volunteer Spotlight: Amanda Lynch 

Amanda Lynch went through the SARI volunteer         
orientation in July of 2016.  Since then Amanda, a grade 
eleven student at Saunders, volunteered full-time with 
Camp SARI (2017) and during the school year she helps 
out in lessons as a leader, side walker and team lead.  
She is also an exercise rider, coming in several times 
each week to train SARI horse “Lewis”.  In total, Amanda 
volunteered over 650 hours in just 18 months, after 

which we wel-
comed her onto 
our staff team as 
barn staff and a 
Camp Counsellor 
for this past    
Summer 2018!  
When she is not 
busy at SARI 
Amanda is often 
riding and helping 
out at another   
stable down the 
road.  Amanda is a 
hard-working, ded-
icated volunteer 
that we are   
thankful to have on 
our team!   

 

Are you interested in volunteering at SARI?               
Contact volunteer@sari.ca or call 519-666-1123 today! 

A Safer Barn Thanks to Generous Donor 

 

A chance encounter has led to a wonderful opportunity 
from Great Lakes Agra Corporation.  SARI was looking to 
install rubber (non-slip) matting in the barn aisle to       
improve the safety of the horses and their handlers while 
moving across the barn’s concrete flooring.  All it took 
was a letter of request to Jack Smit, President and CEO 
of Great Lakes Agra, who embraced the opportunity to 
help out. 

In partnership with Animat and with the guidance of GLA 
Facility Manager Greg Elliot, the mat installation was 
completed!  SARI is extremely grateful to Great Lakes 
Agra, Animat, Jack and Greg for providing this            
substantial gift that not only makes the barn look amazing 
but so much safer for the horses and the staff who work 
with them. 

SAFETY—The recent instal-
lation of rubber matting in 
our barn aisle will reduce 
risk of slippage for our  
nineteen horses and      
hundreds of handlers. 

Summer 2017—Western University 

Maintenance Staff volunteer for the 

day to trim trees and vines on  the   

Sensory Trail tree tunnel. 

February 2018—SARI learns that a capital grant from the   

Ontario Trillium Foundation has been approved!  The grant will 

cover the cost to install new fencing, electrical services and a 

well on the new property. 

Spring 2018—The pasture is planted.   
 

Two rows of evergreen trees are planted 

on the new western property line by Upper 

Thames River Conservation Authority. 

October 2017—The Blackburn Foundation    

donates $10,000 to purchase 4 new run-in 

sheds (pictured below, centre). 

Summer 2018—Copp’s Buildall donates a shed that will 

house the pump for the new well, which has been installed. 

System Fencing makes an in-kind donation of $4,000. 

September 2018—Electrical installed. 

The Ontario Commercial Arborist       

Association donates a “Day of Service” to 

cut down several trees separating the 

original property from the new property.  

They shred the downed tress to build a 

10” soft base of footing in the tree tunnel. 



Find and follow SARI online: 

www.sari.ca 

SARI Therapeutic Riding 

@SARITherapeutic 

@SARITherapeutic 

Hippotherapy Program A Big Success 

Mark Your Calendars 

November 15th: Artisan Auction 

March 3rd: Bowling for Ponies 

 

 

 

Contact SARI at 519-666-1123 or 

visit www.sari.ca for details. 

“I can't tell you how grateful we were to have the opportunity to register Eve 

in the Hippotherapy services at SARI.  Every lesson I watch in amazement 

as my daughter shows me how far she has come physically, emotionally 

and socially.  

“It is evident that many of her recent accomplishments are due to her    

Hippotherapy. She has progressed to taking many independent steps, 

which is so incredibly rewarding for her and us!  Her comfort with new   

people and the horse is also a big accomplishment and a long way from 

where we have come. She is using her voice and allowing herself to be 

comfortable around others.  

“In addition to all of this, we are so happy with (physiotherapist/instructor) 

Annie.  She pushes Eve to her full potential. Her creative thinking and  

strategies have kept Eve interested and happy while working hard. 

“The whole experience has been a breath of fresh air and a true reward 

from many challenging years of wondering where we would end up.” 

- Liza McPhee, Parent HIPPOTHERAPY—Rider Eve, shown here with 
her volunteers and mount “Toby”, participated 
in SARI’s Summer Hippotherapy program and 
has now “graduated” into our therapeutic  
riding program. Thanks to Ride-a-Thon Blue Ribbon Sponsors 

On Sunday September 23rd SARI’s 39th Annual Ride-a-Thon 

drew a crowd of 75 riders to enjoy a sunny day on the trails     

surrounding SARI.  $16,000 was raised in support of SARI      

programs.  Special thanks to our Blue Ribbon Sponsors who   

each donated $1500 to the event: London North Animal Hospital,   

Marcus and Associates, and Masterfeeds. 

SARI Horse Enters 10th Year of Service 

Meet “Glory”, a 20 year old Morgan/

Standardbred cross mare standing at 

15.2hh.  Glory will celebrate a milestone 

accomplishment in 2019 as she enters 

a decade in service—an uncommon 

accomplishment among therapeutic  

riding horses.  A barn favourite among 

volunteers and riders, Glory is a very 

smart, fast learner who knows when she 

is carrying precious cargo.  Glory is best 

suited to lessons where she can be off 

lead with her rider; she prefers to listen 

to her rider above anyone else and  

never takes a step she isn’t asked to 

take.  As we round out 2018, we thank 

Glory for her service so far 

and look forward to many 

more years of loyalty to SARI. 


